Abstract

In the past two decades, pricing research has paid increasing attention to instances where a product’s price is divided into a base price and one or more mandatory surcharges, a practice termed partitioned pricing. Recently, partitioned pricing strategies in the marketplace have become more pervasive and complex, raising concerns that consumers do not always fully attend to or process all price information, and underestimate total prices, which in turn influences their purchasing behavior. Thus, understanding how partitioned prices affect consumers is of increasing interest to consumer researchers, public policy makers, and marketing managers. This paper reviews and organizes the academic literature on partitioned pricing and proposes an agenda for future research. We focus on the psychological processes underlying partitioned pricing, to help these three constituencies understand how partitioned pricing works, the mechanisms by which it exerts its impact, and the appropriate areas where the practice may need regulation to protect consumers.
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Introduction

A considerable amount of research has studied how consumers react to prices that are divided into two or more mandatory parts and presented to consumers as a base price and one or more mandatory surcharges, a practice known as partitioned pricing (abbreviated here as PP). PP is distinct from all-inclusive pricing (abbreviated as AIP) which involves the use of single, all-inclusive price that covers all costs. Examples of PP surcharges include airline fuel surcharges, shipping and handling charges, hotel resort fees, and the buyer’s premium paid by winning auction bidders. With PP the base price and mandatory surcharges are typically associated with the purchase of a single product or service. This differentiates PP from price bundling, where consumers purchase multiple products at the same time, for one price, and cannot split the bundle and buy only a subset of the products.

The need for a comprehensive review of partitioned pricing research

The questions of how consumers react to PP, and how their reactions differ from those to AIP, are becoming of greater
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